
Tentative marking scheme: I mid semester exam. (2009-10 I sem.)

1. (u) Note

and
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that nn*t - trn: * (rr, * h) - rn: # ......

by AM-GM inequality nn*L- *(r" * nn + ft)
the sequence is decreasing and bounded below, it
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1

AE

converges.

(0, m). ....... (t+t)
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(3)

...... (1)
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(b) Note that rn: # + C#. ....... (1)

If we let an: &n then ffi -' # < l and hence an+ 0. ...... (2)

Therefore nn -' #. ....... (1)

2, (") Note that p(0) - -1. ...... (1)

Since P(r) : sn (t + ry + ... *) for r # 0,

p(r) oo as r *> oo and r r -oo, ..... (t+t)
By IVP, there is a root in (-oo,0) and also in

(b) Let p(r): arfr * a2r2 + agfrl + '.' + anfin ......
Then P(0) _ 0 and P(1) - $ ......' (1)

By Rolle's theorem p'(r) *! (") has a real root. ..... (1)

(a) For the existence of /'(0), consider 1im6-6110#9 .. .Y(
By MVT 3 c, between 0 and h such that lgSl(0#{9 

: n* f'("*)...... ( 3)

Therefore, "f'(0) 
: 1. ,..... (1)

(b) Let a,: (#)"'. Th.r, an* - 6*tr-* I < 1.

By root test the series DL, (#)"" converges. ...... (3)

' Let b,: (#)"' lrinl- 2). Note that fl,, l i>2onor 3a,,. ...,.. (1)

Therefore D I a" I converges and hence ! b,, converges. ..... (2)

Notethat forrlL,f(r):n*Z-fi, #:t+ffi and #:1;$
(a) The asymptotes are r: 1 and A: r+2. ...... (2)

(b) The function is increasing on (-oo, 1) U (1, *). ...... (Z)

(c) The function is convex for r ( l- and concave for r > 1. ..... (2)

(d) There is no point of local maximum and local minimum. ...... (2)

(e) The graph is given below. ....... (2)

4.


